TEACHING AND PREACHING
THE NEW TESTAMENT
A. M. HUNTER

The Master of Christ's College, Aberdeen, who is also Professor of Biblical Criticism in the University of Aberdeen, has collected essays, sermons and lectures which will help others to tread more lightly the difficult path between the study and the pulpit. There are twelve sermons on New Testament themes. The last section is a presentation of the life and thought of P. T. Forsyth. Forsyth embodied splendidly Dr Hunter's own concern that the real message of the New Testament should be preached with power. *The Preacher's Library.*
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Announcing

The New Testament Library

This will be a series of substantial contributions to the scholarly study of the New Testament, its background and its interpretation. Although the chief aim is to present new work, either from the English-speaking world or in translation, the Library will also include some revised editions of established books.

Advisory Editors: Alan Richardson, Professor of Christian Theology in the University of Nottingham; C. F. D. Moule, Lady Margaret's Professor of Divinity in the University of Cambridge; Floyd V. Filson, Professor of New Testament Literature and History, McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago.

First Title

TRADITION AND INTERPRETATION IN MATTHEW

GUNTHER BORNKAMM
GERHARD BARTH, H. J. HELD

Dr Bornkamm contributes two studies. One on 'End-expectation and Church', appeared, in German and in an earlier form, in the volume in honour of Dr Dodd (1956). The other is on the Stilling of the Storm. Dr Barth's study of 'Matthew's Understanding of the Law', and Dr Held's study of 'Matthew as Interpreter of the Miracle Stories', both originated in Heidelberg dissertations prepared under Professor Bornkamm's guidance. 40s net
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